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Abstract: High-resolution, wide-bandwidth optical spectrum analysis is 
essential to the measuring and monitoring of advanced optical, millimeter-
wave, and terahertz communication systems, sensing applications and 
device characterization. One category of high-resolution spectrum analyzers 
reconstructs the power spectral density of a signal under test by scanning a 
Brillouin gain line across its spectral extent. In this work, we enhance both 
the resolution and the optical rejection ratio of such Brillouin-based 
spectrometers using a combination of two techniques. First, two Brillouin 
loss lines are superimposed upon a central Brillouin gain to reduce its 
bandwidth. Second, the vector attributes of stimulated Brillouin scattering 
amplification in standard, weakly birefringent fibers are used to change the 
signal state of polarization, and a judiciously aligned output polarizer 
discriminates between amplified and un-amplified spectral contents. A 
frequency resolution of 3 MHz, or eight orders of magnitude below the 
central optical frequency, is experimentally demonstrated. In addition, a 
weak spectral component is resolved in the presence of a strong adjacent 
signal, which is 30 dB stronger and detuned by only 60 MHz. The 
measurement method involves low-bandwidth direct detection, and does not 
require heterodyne beating. The measurement range of the proposed 
method is scalable to cover the C + L bands, depending on the tunable 
pump source. The accuracy of the measurements requires that the pump 
frequencies are well calibrated. 
©2012 Optical Society of America 
OCIS codes: (290.5900) Scattering, stimulated Brillouin; (120.6200) Spectrometers and 
spectroscopic instrumentation; (060.4370) Nonlinear optics, fibers. 
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1. Introduction 

The acquisition of optical power spectral densities (PSDs) is among the most fundamental 
and widely practiced procedures in optical test and measurement. Optical spectrum analyzers 
(OSAs) are routinely employed in the monitoring of optical communication networks, in the 
readout of variety of optical sensors, and in the characterization of the transfer functions of 
passive and active photonic devices. A primary figure of merit of OSAs is their spectral 
resolution. Traditional, diffraction grating-based OSAs provide a spectral resolution on the 
order of 1 GHz. In recent years, such resolution is increasingly becoming insufficient. For 
example, spectrally efficient, modern optical communication formats, such as optical 
orthogonal frequency domain multiplexing (O-OFDM), make use of a large number of sub-
carrier tones that are densely packed [1, 2]. The frequency separation between adjacent sub-
carriers may be as small as a few tens of MHz [1], hence the monitoring of such signals 
would benefit from an OSA of comparable resolution. Similarly, a high resolution, wideband 
OSA would be instrumental in the characterization of dense radio-over-fiber transmission 
links [3, 4] and for millimeter-wave [5] or terahertz communication systems [6]. Last but not 
least, a high resolution OSA would also help identify miniscule variations in the transfer 
function of resonant photonic devices [7, 8], and thereby facilitate extremely sensitive 
environmental monitoring [7, 8]. 

An arbitrarily high spectral resolution may be obtained, at least in principle, through 
heterodyne interference of a signal under test with a local oscillator and subsequent radio-
frequency (RF) spectral analysis [9, 10]. The practical realization of such coherent OSAs is 
often challenging, as they may require highly stable and low-noise local oscillators, optical 
phase-locked loops or frequency comb sources [9, 10], and so on. Measurement techniques 
which employ direct detection are in general simpler to implement. Additionally, the usable 
spectral measurement range of coherent OSAs is sometimes restricted by the bandwidth of 
the subsequent RF spectrum analyzer and that of the photo diode, which are on the order of 
several tens of GHz. For ultra-wideband optical systems this measurement range might not be 
enough. 

Over the last decade, high-resolution OSAs based on stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) 
amplification were proposed and demonstrated [11, 12]. In an SBS-OSA, a pump wave and 
the signal under test counter-propagate along an optical fiber. The pump wave introduces a 
relatively narrow spectral window of signal wave amplification, whose central frequency is 
offset from that of the pump itself by the Brillouin shift of the fiber ΩB, which is 
approximately 2π⋅11 GHz [13]. When the pump is sufficiently strong, the overall signal 
power at the fiber output is dominated by the contribution of amplified spectral components 
that fall within the SBS gain window. Hence the signal PSD can be reconstructed through 
scanning the frequency of the pump wave [11, 12]. The fundamental resolution of this 
technique is restricted by the Brillouin bandwidth ΓB, which is on the order of 2π⋅20 MHz to 
2π⋅30 MHz in standard fibers at 1550 nm wavelengths [13–15]. Use of an intense pump wave 
could reduce the Brillouin bandwidth towards 10 MHz [14]. SBS-OSAs are prone, however, 
to cross-talk from out-of-band spectral contents. Signal components outside the SBS gain 
window, although unamplified, propagate to the output with little loss, and thereby deteriorate 
the close-in dynamic range (or optical rejection ratio), which signifies the ability to recognize 
a weak spectral component in the presence of a second, stronger one at a closely spaced 
frequency. 

Recently, it has been shown that the resolution of SBS-OSAs can be enhanced through 
careful synthesis of the Brillouin gain line. Preussler and co-authors had used a superposition 
of three Brillouin pumps: one for introducing a gain line, and two others to generate Brillouin 
loss lines whose central frequencies were detuned from that of the gain line by approximately 
± 0.5ΓB [16, 17]. The bandwidth of the composite SBS line-shape was reduced to 3.4 MHz 
[16], however the resolution of their SBS-OSA could only be improved to 8 MHz [17]. In 
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another study, the signal under test was used as a pump source for an ultra-narrow Brillouin 
fiber laser [18]. Heterodyne beating between the Brillouin fiber laser and the original signal 
yielded spectral measurements with a frequency resolution on a kHz scale [18]. The spectral 
range of the measurement, however, was restricted to approximately 10 MHz. 

In this work, we reduce the linewidth and simultaneously improve the optical rejection 
ratio of a straight-forward, scalar SBS amplification process, using the polarimetric attributes 
of SBS in standard, weakly birefringent fibers. A vector analysis of SBS had revealed that the 
state of polarization (SOP) of the amplified signal is drawn towards a particular state, which 
is governed by the SOP of the pump [19–22]. That particular state can be made different from 
the output polarization of unamplified, out-of-band signal components, unaffected by SBS 
[19, 20]. Based on this principle, an output polarizer is used to reject the unamplified spectral 
components, while those within the SBS bandwidth are partially transmitted [20]. Using this 
technique, a spectral resolution of 3 MHz is obtained, using a modest pump power level 
below 10 mW. The resolution of a scalar SBS amplification using the same pump power is an 
order of magnitude lower. At the same time, an optical rejection ratio of 30 dB, for a 
frequency separation of only 60 MHz, is demonstrated as well. The corresponding ratio of a 
scalar SBS process using the same pump power is two orders of magnitude smaller. Weak 
modulation sidelobes in the signal wave, that were indiscernible to the straight-forward setup, 
are readily observed. 

2. Principle of operation 

Consider the arrangement of Fig. 1. A polarized signal under test enters a section of standard 
optical fiber at position z = 0, and propagates in the positive z direction. We denote the vector 
electric field of the signal as ( ),sig sigE zω



, where sigω  is an optical frequency variable. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of a polarization-enhanced SBS-OSA arrangement. Relative 
frequencies of pump components and the signal under test are shown in the inset box. 

A relatively intense, polarized Brillouin pump wave is launched at the opposite end of the 
fiber at z = L, with L the fiber length, and counter-propagates in the negative z direction. The 
interaction between the pump wave and the test signal may give rise to SBS amplification of 
the latter [13, 14]. We denote the complex-valued, exponential gain coefficient of SBS 
as ( )sigg ω , in units of m−1. The functional form of ( )sigg ω  is generally given by a 
convolution of the inherent Lorentzian line shape of SBS with the PSD of the pump wave [23, 
24]. Specific shapes of the gain coefficient used in this work will be detailed later in this 
section. 

In propagation along the fiber, the signal under test is subject to both SBS amplification 
and weak, residual birefringence that is randomly changing its SOP. The pump wave, on the 
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other hand, is assumed to be sufficiently strong so that it is undepleted, and therefore 
propagates subject to birefringence alone. Previous studies had formulated and analyzed the 
coupled, vector propagation equations of the two waves, and had reached several 
observations, which were also supported experimentally [19, 20]: For a given launch SOP of 
the pump wave, the complex magnitude gain of the signal varies with its own input SOP, 
ranging between maximum and minimum values. For L longer than a few hundred meters, 
these maximum and minimum gain values are ( ) ( )1

max 3expsig sigG g Lω ω =    and 

( ) ( )1
min 6expsig sigG g Lω ω =   , respectively [19]. The maximum and minimum gain values 

are associated with a pair of orthogonal input SOPs of the signal. We denote the unit Jones 
vectors if these SOPs as maxˆine  and minˆine , respectively. The two gain values also correspond to 
two orthogonal SOPs of the output, amplified signal: maxˆoute  and minˆoute , respectively. The above 
input and output SOPs are governed by the SOP of the pump, and are largely independent of 

sigω  within the SBS bandwidth [25]. 

An arbitrarily polarized input signal may be decomposed in the basis of maxˆine  and minˆine : 

 ( ) ( )( )0 max minˆ ˆ, 0 .in in
sig sigE z E ae beω ω= = +



 (1) 

Here, ( )0 sigE ω  is a scalar, frequency-dependent complex magnitude and 2 2 1a b+ = . The 
corresponding output signal vector takes the following form [20]: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 max max min minˆ ˆ, .out out
sig sig sig sigE z L E aG e bG eω ω ω ω = = + 



 (2) 

Since the maximum and minimum SBS magnitude gains vary with sigω , the output signal 

SOP is frequency dependent as well. As typically ( ) ( )max minsig sigG Gω ω>> , the output SOP 

of SBS-amplified signal components is being drawn towards a particular state, that of maxˆoute , 
unless a is vanishingly small. The phenomenon is referred to as polarization pulling [19–22, 
25]. In particular, the SOP of amplified spectral components of the signal under test may 
differ substantially from that of out-of-band, unamplified components (for which 

( ) ( )max min 1sig sigG Gω ω= = ). We use this polarization distinction in order to further 
discriminate between amplified and unamplified spectral components, and enhance the 
resolution and optical rejection ratio of the SBS-OSA. 

Consider next a polarizer at the signal output end of the fiber. The transmission axis of the 
polarizer is aligned with an SOP whose unit Jones vector is max max min minˆ ˆ ˆout outp p e p e= + , with 

2 2
max min 1p p+ = . The PSD of the output signal following the polarizer becomes [20]: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2

0 max max min min .out
sig sig sig sigE E ap G bp Gω ω ω ω∗ ∗= +



 (3) 

For any given choices of launch SOPs of both pump and test signal, we have the freedom 
to adjust the output polarizer so that out-of-band spectral components are entirely rejected: 

max min 0ap bp∗ ∗+ = . Subject to this adjustment, the output signal PSD becomes: 

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

2 2 22

max max min 0

2 2

0

.

.

out
sig sig sig sig

sig sig

E ap G G E

H E

ω ω ω ω

ω ω

∗= −

≡



 (4) 
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In Eq. (4) we have defined a transfer function for the amplified signal at the output of the 
polarizer: ( ) ( ) ( )max max minsig sig sigH ap G Gω ω ω∗  ≡ −  . Although SBS amplification is a 

nonlinear optical phenomenon, it is nevertheless linear in the signal wave within the 
undepleted pump regime [13] hence its description in terms of an equivalent frequency-

domain transfer function is legitimate. The maximum value of the coefficient 
2

maxap∗ , subject 

to the constraint of complete out-of-band rejection, is 0.25 (with 
22 1

max 2a p∗= = ). For a 
sufficiently intense pump power, and in the vicinity of the gain peak, we may approximate: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ){ }2 2
2

max 30.25 0.25exp Re ,sig sig sigH G g Lω ω ω ≈ =    (5) 

whereas outside the SBS amplification window ( ) 2
0sigH ω ≈ . This result is in marked 

contrast to the transmission of unamplified spectral contents in a scalar SBS amplification 

process, without polarization assistance, for which ( ) 2
1sigH ω ≈ . We may therefore expect 

that a polarization enhanced SBS-OSA would provide a considerably larger optical rejection 
ratio than that of a corresponding scalar arrangement. In addition, polarization discrimination 
helps reduce the spectral width of ( )sigH ω  below that of a scalar SBS amplification window. 

Let us turn now to the spectral synthesis of the SBS pump wave. Following [26], the 
pump wave consists of three continuous-wave components. The frequency of the first 
component is adjusted to 0

sig Bω +Ω , and it introduces SBS amplification of the signal under 

test with maximum gain at 0
sig sigω ω= . The additional two pump wave components are of 

frequencies 0
sig B dω −Ω ± , where d is a detuning factor on the order of BΓ . These two 

components introduce SBS loss lines, with peak attenuation frequencies of 0
sig dω ± . The 

three pump components are assumed to be co-polarized. The signal under test is therefore 
subject to a composite SBS process, comprised of a spectral gain and two spectral losses in 
overlap. The SBS gain coefficient of the entire process is of the form [26]: 

 
( )

1 10 0

0 0

10

0

1 2 1 2

1 2 .

sig sig sig sig
sig

B B

sig sig

B

d
g g P j mg P j

d
mg P j

ω ω ω ω
ω

ω ω

− −

−

   − − −
= − − −      Γ Γ   

 − +
− −  Γ 

 (6) 

In Eq. (6), P denotes the power of the amplifying pump component, mP is the power of each 
of the two attenuating pump components, and 0g  is the peak gain coefficient of SBS per unit 
of pump power. In standard fibers, 0g  is on the order of 0.1 [m⋅W]−1. The two detuned loss 
lines largely cancel out the gain to the sides of the primary amplification peak, rendering the 
linewidth of the entire composite process narrower [26]. 

Figure 2 shows the calculated transfer function for SBS amplification of the signal under 
test, as a function of the frequency offset ( )0 2sig sigf ω ω π∆ ≡ − . The transfer function was 
calculated for a three-pump process (Eq. (6), red lines), as well as for a single gain line (m = 
0, black lines). The transfer function is shown for polarization-assisted processes (Eq. (4), 

solid lines), while that of a scalar process, ( ) ( ){ }2
2
3exp Resig sigH g Lω ω =   , is provided for 
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comparison (dashed lines). The transfer function of the polarization assisted SBS processes 
effectively rejects the out-of-band components of the signal under test. In addition, the 
transfer function of the composite, three-pump process is seen to be narrower than that of a 
single SBS gain line and it suppresses the out-of band components even further. Compared to 
the corresponding scalar process, the triple-pump, polarization-assisted Brillouin 
amplification provides relative out-of-band suppression that is 20 dB stronger. 

 

Fig. 2. Calculated SBS power amplification of a signal under test ( ) 2
H f∆  (left), and the 

normalized power gain ( ) ( )2 2
0H f H f∆ ∆ = (right), for various processes. The 

simulation parameters were L = 20 km, BΓ  = 2π⋅40 MHz, 0g  = 0.1 [m⋅W]−1. Dashed curves: 
scalar Brillouin amplification for a single gain line (black, P = 4 mW), and combined gain and 
two losses (red, P = 9 mW, m = 0.45, d = 0.3 BΓ ). Solid curves: corresponding polarization 
assisted SBS amplification for a single gain line (black), and combined gain and two losses 
(red). The polarization assisted process is seen to effectively reject the optical power of 
unamplified spectral components of the signal under test. This rejection is more effective when 
the gain is combined with two losses at its edges. 

The measured power at the output of the polarizer effectively samples the power of the 

signal under test at 0
sig sigω ω= : ( ) 20

0 sigE ω (see Eq. (4) and Fig. (2)). The PSD of the signal 

under test can be reconstructed by sweeping the frequencies of the three pump lines together, 
so that their central frequency 0

sigω  is scanned while the differences between their respective 
frequencies remain unchanged. The application of the method in a high-resolution, high 
rejection ratio SBS-OSA is experimentally demonstrated next. 

3. Experiment and results 

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. A 20 km-long AllWave fiber was used as the SBS 
gain medium. The SBS amplifying pump was driven by an ultra-narrow fiber laser (FL) of 
1550 nm wavelength and a linewidth below 2 kHz (see yellow block in Fig. 3). We denote the 
optical frequency of the FL as pω . An erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA 1) and a manual 
polarization controller (PC 3) were used to adjust the power and SOP of the amplifying pump, 
respectively. The two SBS attenuating pumps were independently generated from the output 
of a distributed feedback (DFB) laser diode (linewidth 1 MHz), the central frequency of 
which was adjusted to 2p Bω − Ω  through careful current and temperature control. Light from 
the DFB output passed through a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM 4), which was biased to 
suppress the carrier wave at 2p Bω − Ω  and driven by a sine-wave of frequency d. The 
resulting dual modulation sidebands, at frequencies 2p B dω − Ω ± , were amplified by EDFA 
2 and used as the SBS attenuating pumps (see blue block of Fig. 3). PC4 was used to align the 
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SOP of the loss pumps in parallel with that of the gain pump. The three pumps were 
combined by a 3 dB coupler and launched into the fiber gain medium via a fiber-optic 
circulator. 

The SBS probe wave (signal under test) was drawn from the same FL that was also used 
for the gain pump generation. MZM 1 was biased to suppress the optical carrier at frequency 

pω , and was driven by a sine wave at varying frequency Ω ~ΩB to generate double sidelobes 
of optical frequencies pω ±Ω . The lower sideband was subject to potential amplification by 
the three-pump SBS process, depending on the choice of Ω (see insets (1) through (3) of Fig. 
3 for the relative frequencies of the pump waves and the signal under test). The test signal 
was then modulated in two stages. First, low frequency modulation from the output of an 
electrical lock-in amplifier was imposed on the signal through MZM 2, in order to facilitate 
the eventual low-noise detection of weak optical power levels (see grey block of Fig. 3). 
Next, MZM 3 was used to introduce modulation sidebands, with variable magnitude and 
variable frequency spacing modf  in the range of 3 - 30 MHz (green block of Fig. 3). These 
sidebands were used to assess the resolution and optical rejection ratio of the polarization-
assisted SBS-OSA. Note that in our experiment, a test PSD of pre-determined shape was 
swept across a fixed, composite SBS gain line, through varying Ω. Although a practical SBS-
OSA would work in the opposite manner, with the signal PSD held fixed and the frequencies 
of the pumps being swept, the chosen arrangement was more readily accessible within our 
equipment constraints, and is nevertheless equivalent in terms of dynamic range and 
resolution. 

 
Fig. 3. An experimental setup for the realization of an ultra-high resolution optical spectrum 
analyzer. The grey block implements a scanning of the central frequency of a signal under test; 
the green block introduces modulation sidebands to the signal under test; the SBS gain pump is 
generated in the yellow block, whereas the two SBS loss pumps are generated in the blue 
block. The magenta block describes the detection scheme. Insets (1) through (3) denote the 
relative frequencies of the signal under test, the amplifying Brillouin pump and the attenuating 
Brillouin pumps, respectively. FL: narrow linewidth fiber laser, DFB: distributed feedback 
laser diode, MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator, EDFA: erbium doped fiber amplifier, PC: 
polarization controller, C: circulator, PBS: polarization beam splitter, PD: photo diode, OSA: 
commercial optical spectrum analyzer used for monitoring the experiment. 

Following the multiple modulation stages, the test signal was directed into the fiber gain 
medium from the end opposite that of the pumps launch. The SOP of the test signal at its 
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input end of the fiber was adjusted using PC 1. Following propagation in the fiber, the output 
signal under test passed through PC 2 and a polarization beam splitter (PBS), operating 
together as an output polarizer of adjustable state. The output power of the signal under test 
was measured by a photo-diode (PD), and connected to the input port of the lock-in amplifier 
(see magenta block of Fig. 3). A commercial OSA was connected to the complementary 
output of the PBS for monitoring the experiment. 

Special attention was given to the relative alignment of the multiple PCs, in accord with 
the considerations of the previous section. The launch SOPs of all three pumps (PC 3, PC 4) 
were co-aligned along an arbitrary state, and held fixed for the entire duration of the 
experiment. For initial calibration, the input signal was disconnected, and the amplified 
spontaneous Brillouin scattering emission was observed at the signal output end. The SOP of 
the spontaneous Brillouin scattering is known to be aligned with maxˆoute  [19, 27]. First maxˆoute  was 
identified by setting PC 2 to maximum transmission of the spontaneous Brillouin scattering 
through to the PD, and the output power was noted. Then, PC 2 was readjusted until the 
transmitted power of the spontaneous Brillouin scattering was reduced by 50%, signifying 

2 1
max 2p∗ = . Lastly, Ω was detuned temporarily by several times BΓ , the test signal was 

reintroduced, and PC 1 was used to adjust the test signal input SOP until the output signal was 
entirely blocked by the PBS in the absence of SBS amplification. This final adjustment 
guaranteed that max min 0ap bp∗ ∗+ = , as necessary. 

Experiments with a single amplifying pump were carried out with EDFA 1 tuned to an 
output power of 4 mW. In triple-pump experiments, the power of the amplifying pump was 
raised to 9 mW, and that of each of the two attenuating pumps was set to 4 mW. The extent of 
polarization pulling is governed by the integrated amplification over the length of the fiber. 
While higher pump power levels were used in our earlier work [19], the fiber used was an 
order of magnitude shorter. As shown in the preceding section, significant polarization 
pulling is expected with the above pump power levels and the given fiber length. The 
frequency separation 2d between the two attenuating pumps was 2π⋅16 MHz. 

In the first set of measurements, the spectral shape and width of the SBS processes were 
characterized. To that end, the modulation of MZM 3 at frequency modf  was disconnected. 
Figure 4 shows the obtained gain spectra for several configurations. The full width at half 
maximum (FWHM) of a scalar SBS process with a single amplifying pump, subject to the 
experimental parameters, was 40 MHz (black curve). The maximum gain of a single-pump, 
polarization assisted process was slightly lowered, however its bandwidth was reduced to 
around 20 MHz (red curve). Even more importantly, the spectral components in the vicinity 
of the SBS gain line were sharply cut off: The relative power gain at spectral detuning of 20 
and 30 MHz was −10 dB and −20 dB, respectively. For detuning of more than 43 MHz from 
the line centre, the spectral components of the signal were suppressed below the detection 
threshold of the lock-in amplifier. The introduction of the two attenuating SBS pumps, 
alongside polarization discrimination, lowered the gain for the composite SBS process by 15 
dB. However, the gain bandwidth was reduced to around 3 MHz. The dynamic range of the 
measurements was restricted by that of the lock-in amplifier. 
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Fig. 4. Measured normalized gain of several SBS processes as a function of the detuning of the 
probe wave from its frequency of maximum amplification. A 20-km long standard fiber was 
used as the SBS gain medium. Black: a scalar process with a single amplifying pump, P = 4 
mW. Red: a polarization-enhanced process with a single amplifying pump. Blue: a composite 
process comprised of a central gain line and two losses, with polarization enhancement, P = 9 
mW, m = 0.45, d = 2π⋅8 MHz. A carefully adjusted output polarizer reduces the SBS gain 
marginally, but at the same time suppresses the unamplified spectral components of the signal 
and leads to a bandwidth reduction of around 50% (red). With two loss lines to the sides of the 
gain line, the bandwidth can be reduced by more than an order of magnitude. However, the 
SBS amplification is reduced by about 15 dB (blue). 

Figure 5 shows SBS-OSA measurement of several test signal patterns, using polarization 
enhancement and a single amplifying pump. An example of a spectrum obtained with the 
corresponding scalar SBS process is provided for comparison. In all experiments, MZM 3 
was driven by sine waves of frequency modf  = 30 MHz, with a varying voltage magnitude, to 
generate modulation sidelobes. A scalar SBS-OSA at the given pump power could barely 
resolve even the first-order modulation sidelobes at ± modf . The optical rejection ratio of a 
spectral component detuned by 60 MHz was only 9 dB (black curve). When polarization 
enhancement was employed, on the other hand, the first-order sidebands were clearly 
distinguishable from the test signal carrier, and the second order sidebands were visible as 
well. Even for a very low modulation voltage of just 0.04Vπ the second order sidebands, 
which are 60 MHz away from the carrier and around 30 dB lower, could still be resolved. 
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Fig. 5. Enhancement of the optical rejection ratio of SBS-OSA by the polarization pulling 
effect. The signal under test was modulated by a 30 MHz sine wave. Blue, red and green 
curves correspond to polarization-enhanced measurements of signals that were modulated 
using different RF power levels. A single amplifying pump was used, P = 9 mW. Black: an 
example of a corresponding measurement using a scalar SBS-OSA. By virtue of polarization 
pulling, the optical rejection ratio is considerably improved, and spectral components 30 dB 
lower than the maximum level are clearly visible. 
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Spectral measurements obtained with polarization pulling in conjunction with a 
bandwidth-reduced, composite SBS process are provided in Fig. 6. Here modf  was varied 
from 10 MHz down to 3 MHz. The inset shows the 10 MHz and 7 MHz spectra on a 
logarithmic scale. Even for a modulation frequency of as low as 3 MHz, the different 
sidebands in the test signal spectrum are clearly distinguishable. 

 

Fig. 6. Normalized, measured spectra of amplitude-modulated signals under test, on a linear 
scale. The modulation frequency was changed from 10 MHz down to 3 MHz. The inset shows 
the normalized, measured spectra for modulation frequencies of 10 and 7 MHz in a logarithmic 
scale. The drive voltage to the MZM had to be modified for different modulation rates due to 
limitations of the particular device, hence the inconsistent spectral shape. 

4. Discussion and conclusions 

In this work we have proposed and demonstrated a method for improving the resolution and 
optical rejection ratio of Brillouin-based spectral analysis, based on the vector propagation 
properties of SBS in standard, weakly birefringent fibers. The spectral measurement range of 
the scheme involving superimposed Brillouin gain-and-loss lines would be restricted to the 
order of 2 BΩ , since signal components of frequencies BΩ  below those of the loss pumps 
would be amplified and polarization-pulled as well. However, a standard tunable optical filter 
can be added to suppress widely detuned spectral components. The measurement range of a 
polarization-enhanced, single-pump process, on the other hand, would only be limited 
eventually by polarization mode dispersion (PMD) in the fiber gain medium [28]. PMD could 
prevent the complete rejection of signal components that are widely detuned from the SBS 
gain peak. The differential group delay associated with PMD in standard fibers that are a few 
km long is on the order of ps. Therefore, measurement ranges approaching the THz scale are 
feasible. The detrimental effect of PMD can be reduced if the signal under test is aligned with 
a principal state of polarization [28], and if the alignment of polarization component is re-
calibrated at several frequencies. A broad spectral measurement range would also require an 
adjustment of the Brillouin frequency shift ΩB as a function of the optical frequency of the 
signal under test [29]. 

Compared with an OSA based on a straight-forward, scalar SBS process, and, for the 
same low pump power levels (below 10 mW), the reported method provides an order-of-
magnitude improvement in resolution to 3 MHz, and two-orders-of-magnitude enhancement 
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of the optical rejection ratio to 30 dB (Note, though, that sophisticated scalar SBS-OSAs may 
reach higher resolution and rejection ratios than those obtained with the scalar setup of our 
experiments). One possible avenue towards better performance of scalar setups involves the 
use of higher pump power. However, stronger pumping would also benefit the performance 
of the polarization-assisted implementation, and its added value would remain. The dynamic 
range of GHz-resolution, grating-based OSAs, for example, could be as high as 80 dB. 
However, their optical rejection ratio for a detuning of several GHz is more modest, on the 
order of 30 dB. The method proposed in this work is particularly attractive for the test and 
measurement of advanced optical communication signals, and for the characterization of 
millimeter-wave and terahertz signals using optical means. 

The relative SOPs remained sufficiently stable through a few minutes-long data 
acquisition. Polarization stability would benefit from the use of shorter fiber sections, and 
from more advanced electronic processing, leading to faster data acquisition. The polarization 
alignment sequence described in section 3 is simple and reproducible. Further work would 
lead to the automation of the alignment procedure. 

The high resolution and accuracy of the measurement scheme would depend on pump 
frequencies monitoring and calibration, and on fixed frequency offsets among the pump lines. 
To that end, a broadband MZM could generate both the SBS gain pump and the SBS loss 
pumps from the output of a single source, and guarantee the stability of their frequency 
differences. We have employed this technique in an earlier work [30]. This arrangement 
would also promote the alignment of the pumps SOPs, and reduce the number of 
independently aligned PCs to two. 

The extension of the spectral measurement range beyond a few tens of GHz cannot rely 
on the sweeping of modulation sidebands alone. Widely tunable laser diode sources would 
have to be used instead. Since the frequencies of tunable lasers are not perfectly repeatable, 
certain measures for referencing and stabilization would be necessary [10, 31, 32]. 
Alternatively, an array of DFB lasers, with precise current and temperature control, may be 
used to cover a broad spectral range. The method is restricted to the measurement of a single 
polarization component of the signal under test. The two individual components of 
polarization-multiplexed waveforms may be measured separately, using a properly aligned 
input polarizer. Lastly, we note that SBS-based polarization pulling is also underlying recent 
demonstrations of sharp and tunable optical band-pass filters [20] and of advanced 
modulation formats [33]. The principle may also be applicable to the enhancement of quasi-
light storage, based on SBS [34, 35]. 
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